
Happy Birthday 
to 

Mike Creutz



Two books that influenced me as a graduate student



Mike’s book has pages like this which help a student do a calculation



Mike’s book has elegant pictures like this which help a student 
understand renormalization group



Some slides from a talk by 
Herbert Neuberger at the  

January 1995 Santa Barabara  
chiral fermion workshop 

organized by Mike



Mike among kangaroos at the 
Tidbinbilla Nature Preserve near Canberra 

in June 1995



Two Dimensional QCD at 
Finite Temperature and 

Chemical Potential

Rajamani Narayanan 
Florida International University



I will go back to a relatively old paper to study the theory at finite 
temperature and chemical potential

• To the best of my knowledge, much of the work following this 
paper has been in the numerical evaluation of the fourier 
components of the partition function with imaginary chemical 
potential.  

• I will follow a slightly different route. A recent reference 
close to what I will talk about here is 



Close to a Hamiltonian formalism in a fixed gauge field background

Partially gauge fix so that all temporal links are set to unity except the 
one set of links that closes the periodic lattice

Spatial links
Labels the 
time sliceLabels the 

spatial point

Temporal links 
that close the 

periodic lattice

Magnetic 

Electric



Hamiltonian integrated over Euclidean time in a 
fixed gauge field background

This formula can be found 
in the original paper by 
Hasenfratz and Toussaint

This factor arises due to the presence of the 
temporal links that close the periodic lattice



right eigenvectors

we can show that



Euclidean time reversal

•Gauge action remains the same 
•Wilson term remains the same             



Global ZN transformations

Partition function can be rewritten as 

•Gauge action remains the same 
•Wilson term remains the same             

has to be a multiple of N



A double expansion

Z00 is positive definite for even number of flavors and is the partition 
function at zero temperature and chemical potential. 

• m20 :  Lowest mesonic excitation 
• mN1 :  Lowest baryonic excitation



Numerical details in two dimensions

• We set N=3 and Nf=2. 
• We use the HMC algorithm. 
• We work on a L x Lt lattice. 
• The lattice gauge coupling is set to b= L2/(4A) 

where A is the physical area of the continuum torus. 
• The Wilson mass is set to mq/L where mq is the 

quark mass. 
• Keeping, A, mq, L fixed, we measure m20 and m31 by 

taking Lt to infinity. 
• The continuum limit is taken by sending L to 

infinity at fixed A and mq.

We fit the mass as a function 
of the quark mass to
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Is negative quark mass different from positive quark mass?

• Since the fit seems to need b1 and b3, the meson and baryon masses are not even 
functions of the quark mass. 

• Since b1 seems to go down with decreasing A, the minimum mass occurs closer to 
zero quark mass. 

• The asymmetry tends to increase with decreasing A, since there is only one term 
(b3) that matters. 

• m31/3 > m20/2. 
• The value at zero quark mass does not seem to depend on the size of the torus. 
• The quadratic dependence on the quark mass also does not seem to depend on the 

size of the torus.

Baryon

Meson



Why is negative quark mass different from positive quark mass in two 
dimensional QCD?

We do not have global topology in two dimensions.

Wilson term:

M -> -M is not the same as Wilson term going to its own negative

As we take the continuum limit, the laplacian in the Wilson term needs 
to become irrelevant compared to M. 

Our results for the meson and baryon excitation masses suggest that the 
laplacian has an effect in the continuum limit. It is possible this is 

special to two dimensions.



What about overlap fermions?

• By construction, the fermion operator is an even 
function of the quark mass at zero topology. 

• We expect the meson and baryon excitation 
masses to be an even function of the quark 
masses. 

• But, as Mike has suggested in his papers, there is 
still a Wilson mass parameter in the overlap 
formalism. The onus is on the overlap formalism 
to show that physics does not depend on the 
Wilson mass parameter.

Some work is needed to work out the details for the 
overlap formalism to obtain the results obtained 

here with Wilson fermions.

Prior to working with overlap fermions, it will be interesting to study 
Wilson fermions for N > 3


